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Paper straw discounts
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Sip don't suck!
What it takes to be strawless



from the 
biologist 

Nicole Nash  

It has been a wild 18 months in north Queensland and finally I

have got to writing this exciting magazine/newsletter PLASTIC.  

I launched 'The Last Straw on the Great Barrier Reef' in early

2017, after witnessing the Great Barrier Reef (GBR) bleach

severely during the 2016/17 mass coral bleaching events.

Working on the reef at the time, as a Marine Biologist I knew

humans had to do something - anything to help give the GBR

a fighting chance of survival. 

This inaugural edition of PLASTIC marks the success of the

movement. To me time has flown by, from just an idea 18

months ago to a widespread, contagious movement that I do

during my lunch breaks, after work and on the weekends.

Working as a Ranger FT I have a strong belief in protecting the

environment for future generations and ecological balance.

YES, it's just a one woman driven campaign and we have

recently just recruited our first Reef Check ambassadors. 

 5 years of study at University in the area of environmental

science, natural resource management, toxicology and writing

a research thesis on the environmental impacts of marine

debris and accumulation patterns around Australia's gave me

the scientific knowledge to start this movement,.. The

businesses who have taken the pledge to go plastic free is

what has inspired me to keep working with non-plastic straw

free businesses. So Keep up your amazing work - you know

who you are! 

Nicole Nash, Founder and Manager of
the Last Straw on the Great Barrier Reef

Qualifications: 
BSc Environmental Science, Marine

Biology. Deakin University 
MSc-Natural Resource Management.

James Cook University

Virtually every piece of plastic that
was ever made still exists in some

shape or form, it isn't too late to make
a change!



Thursday 
Island, Torres 
Straight to 
Gladstone - 108 
plastic straw 
free vessels 
operating on the 
GBR

WHY PLASTIC 
STRAWS? 

Take 1 minute to make

Used for 10 minutes

Survive for over 100 

years 

Straws are just the conversation
starter, once people stop using one
sort of plastic they start to think
about what else they can get rid of.
The team at Adrenaline Dive &
Snorkel in Townsville were our first
Townsville vessel to go plastic
straw free. Not only did the team rid
plastic straws from their boats they
also got rid of all their single-use
drinking cups on board.  
Crew state " There may be a little
bit more washing up, but the crew
don't mind!" 
Across the GBR we now have 108
vessels who are plastic straw
free, some that have always been
plastic straw free forever and some
that have made the switch to paper
straws on request (or no straws) to
reduce plastic pollution entering the
ocean. 

 WHY is Plastic so BAD for the Ocean? 

Adrenaline Dive Crew - signing LS GBR pledge
(Townsville) 

Turtles often mistake plastic bags and other
plastics for food (Shutterstock)

Fur seal entangled in ghost net (c) Demilked

Turtle trying to lay eggs amongst debris (c) BBC

Plastic imposes a threat
to marine life in 3 main
ways: 
1- via ingestion  

2 - via entanglement 
 
 

3 - destruction of critical
     habitat 



1.2 MILLION 
PLASTIC 

STRAWS SAVED 
ANNUALLY 
ACROSS 197 

VENUES
'PLASTIC BREAKS UP INTO SMALLER

PIECES...NOT DOWN' 

Vessels = 108 

Resorts/Hotels/Apartments (Inc room

service/resort restaurant) = 26 

Restaurants/cafes/bars/nightclubs = 51 

Other/Organisations/Centres = 8 

TOTAL = 197 venues (as of 2.6.18) 



Plastic straw alternatives

Re-usable - Stainless steel, glass, bamboo, hard plastic 

Single use - PAPER is the only type that will breakdown in 

water* 

Something used once, should never be made out of something that is indestructible -
plastic. There is no excuse for single use!   

Some people do need a straw, there are many alternatives to single-use plastics that
people can use and businesses can sell/provide. Brother Jenkins Cafe in Cairns and
Longboards Bar & Grill use re-usable stainless steel straws in their venues. Dill from
Brother Jenkins explains " It's just like having an extra piece of cutlery, they are easy to
clean and go through the dishwasher just like a knife and fork!" Not only does this mean
there is no waste it means there are NO more outgoing costs for straws, saving business

owners costs in the long term and reducing their waste. Win Win! 

Why Paper Straws? 

Paper straws are the only single
use straw that will soften in water
Other biodegradable 
alternatives, like plant based and
oxystraws require high levels of
O2, temperatures of over 40
degrees C and High UV to begin
to breakdown. 
Making them just as harmful as
plastic if they end up in the
ocean. All drains lead to the
sea, that's why paper straws are
the ONLY accepted single use
straw for the Last Straw GBR. 

Major paper straw
stockists: 
BioPack, Green  
Pack, Austraw 
*Check individual  
sites for local suppliers 

Discount
coupons

available for
official

members! 



Pitch it perfect - to 
customers HOW TO 

Australia produces almost 3 

million tonnes of plastic per 

year, of which less than 9% is 

recycled. 

Straws are used for less than 10 

minutes and last more than 100 

years. 

We have chosen to go plastic 

straw free to do our little bit for 

the environment and reduce 

our waste. 

Plastic is a serious threat facing 

our planet today and imposes a 

big threat to marine life and the 

environment.  

If you do require a straw we do 

have paper straws available, 

but  we do go by the motto 'sip, 

don't suck'. 

$ave money TIPS
Only give out paper straws on

request.
Put a spoon in the drink (Ice coffee

etc) instead of a straw 
Average paper straw costs 3cents,

round up your $5.95 drinks to
$6.00 and your cost is covered.

OR Add straws to the menu as an
'extra' = paper straws available

5cents each  
Invest in Stainless Steel straws =

no ongoing costs
Sell stainless Steel or re-usable

bamboo straws 
Go Straw FREE completely! 

Did you know over
60% of people
ONLY stir their

drink with a straw
then take it out and

SIP. 

What to tell your customers when they
ask why there isn't a straw in my

drink? 


